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The Editor's Perspective

Compiling a cumulative index provides an occasion to reflect on what has occupied the pages of the journal over the years the index covers—in this case the 1990s. The last time I finished a cumulative index, ten years ago, I wrote and published an article reflecting on the changes in the journal over the much longer time span covered by that index (1947-1991).¹ Significant change was less evident as I compiled this index.

Instead, I have been reflecting on whether the journal has begun to address some of the topics and concerns I called for prescriptively in another historiographical essay I wrote in 1996 as the introduction to my Iowa History Reader.² There I called for more attention to the history of education at the grass roots, to immigrant and ethnic experience, to cultural and religious history, and to material culture. I'm pleased that the index of the past decade reflects at least some attention to all of these issues.

David Reynolds's 1999 article is perhaps the most significant example of a focus on education at the grass roots. But entries referring to Pamela Riney-Kehrberg's article on farm children, María Bjerg's on Danish immigrants, and Peter Hoehnle's on Amana's Great Change give insights into the everyday experience of education.³

The latter two articles also reflect increased attention to immigration and ethnicity, along with a more sophisticated approach to the topic. Bjerg's comparative look at Danish immigrants in Iowa and Argentina yielded insights that are not

available without the comparative lens she used. Béla Vassady's article on Hungarian Forty-eighers, Michael Bell's on Jews, and Brian Beltman's on Dutch Americans in northwest Iowa showcased ethnicity. Even when it was not the focus of their article, authors used ethnicity as an analytical tool.

Cultural history was still lacking, but religious history made appearances in articles on Billy Sunday and on Henry A. Wallace's spiritualism, and in David Reynolds's analysis of the role of a local Methodist church in a struggle over rural school consolidation at Buck Creek. In the most significant departure, the index entries for Mesquakie costume, county courthouses, farmhouses, and handywork reflect a welcome new interpretive approach to the very stuff that surrounds us all. At the same time, the Annals has not overlooked more traditional elements of Iowa history, as reflected in more than a page of entries devoted to some variation on the word farm, but also in articles on James F. Wilson, Iowa's antebellum political culture, and the contest over commission government in Des Moines.

All in all, it's been a good decade for the Annals of Iowa. Explore its ins and outs by looking for your favorite topics in the cumulative index included in this issue.


